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 6 
Abstract 7 
 8 
To mitigate the global warming crisis, one of the effective ways is to capture CO2 at an emitting 9 
source and inject it underground in saline aquifers, depleted oil and gas reservoirs, or in coal beds. 10 
This process is known as carbon capture and storage (CCS). With CCS, CO2 is considered a waste 11 
product that has to be disposed of properly, like sewage and other pollutants. While and after CO2 12 
injection, monitoring of the CO2 storage site is necessary to observe CO2 plume movement and detect 13 
potential leakage. For CO2 monitoring, various physical property changes are employed to delineate 14 
the plume area and migration pathways with their pros and cons. We introduce a new rock physics 15 
model to facilitate the time-lapse estimation of CO2 saturation and possible pressure changes within a 16 
CO2 storage reservoir based on physical properties obtained from the prestack seismic inversion. We 17 
demonstrate that the CO2 plume delineation, saturation, and pressure changes estimation are possible 18 
using a combination of Acoustic Impedance (AI) and P- to S-wave velocity ratio (Vp/Vs) inverted 19 
from time-lapse or four-dimensional (4D) seismic. We assumed a scenario over a period of 40 years 20 
comprising an initial 25 year injection period.   21 
 22 
Our results show that monitoring the CO2 plume in terms of extent and saturation can be carried out 23 
using our rock physics-derived method. The suggested method without going into the elastic moduli 24 
level handles the elastic property cubes which are commonly obtained from the prestack seismic 25 
inversion. Pressure changes quantification is also possible within un-cemented sands; however, the 26 
stress/cementation coefficient in our proposed model needs further study to relate that with effective 27 
stress in various types of sandstones.  The three-dimensional (3D) seismic usually covers the area from 28 
the reservoir's base to the surface makes it possible to detect the CO2 plume's lateral and vertical 29 
migration. However, the comparatively low resolution of seismic, the inversion uncertainties, lateral 30 
mineral, and shale property variations are some limitations, which warrant consideration. This method 31 
can also be applied for the exploration and monitoring of hydrocarbon production.  32 
 33 
Introduction 34 
 35 
Subsurface CO2 storage is not a new concept. For decades, the oil and gas industry has been re-36 
injecting the CO2 produced along with the hydrocarbon gases1,2. CO2 injection has also been used for 37 
enhanced oil recovery3,4. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) has the potential to significantly reduce 38 
CO2 build-up in the atmosphere from fossil fuel use; however, large-scale subsurface CO2 storage still 39 
may pose different technical and social challenges5.  40 
 41 
Buoyancy trapping is the key process for CO2 storage during the injection and early stage of storage 5. 42 
Therefore, the CO2 is injected at the base of the reservoir, and the plume migrates laterally within the 43 
most permeable beds until it finds a vertical passage (fault or fracture) to move upwards and 44 
accumulate below the base of the caprock. The plume behavior is a function of the horizontal and 45 
vertical heterogeneities within the reservoir. The thin clay and silt layers or carbonate laminations may 46 
facilitate lateral distribution of CO2 in the storage reservoir. For example, in the Sleipner CCS project, 47 
the four-dimentional (4D) or time-lapse seismic enables one to trace the migration path and 48 
subsequent accumulation of the CO2 plume6. The other CO2 trapping mechanisms are residual gas 49 
trapping, solubility trapping, and mineral trapping. The time-lapse or 4D seismic is carried out to 50 
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monitor the CO2 plume migration within the storage reservoir (for example, in a saline aquifer), and to 51 
identify a possible vertical CO2 leakage into the shallower strata or surface.  52 
 53 
There are several methods in use for seismic fluid prediction7. Many provide qualitative hydrocarbon 54 
indication, whereas few techniques are quantitative. The qualitative methods comprise Amplitude-55 
Variation-with-Offset (AVO) analysis8–11, AVO cross plotting12,13, Lambda-Mu-Rho (LMR)14, 56 
Extended Elastic Impedance (EEI)15, and Curved Pseudo Elastic Impedance (CPEI)16,17. The examples 57 
of quantitative methods are Acoustic Impedance versus P- to S-wave velocity ratio (AI-versus-Vp/Vs) 58 
rock physics template18–20, Multi-Attribute Rotation Scheme (MARS)21, Inverse Rock Physics 59 
Modelling (IRPM)22,23, and technique to discriminate saturation and pressure from 4D seismic using 60 
near and far offset stacks24. 61 
 62 
A practical approach suggested for fluid saturation discrimination25 using seismic data  employed a 63 
method similar to LMR14. Lame parameters were calculated, however the fluid saturation was 64 

suggested to be estimated on a / versus / plane as opposed to the LMR method where a  versus 65 

 was used to differentatiate various facies ( is bulk density,  is incompressibility, and  is shear 66 
modulus). Two-dimentional permeability modelling26 of CO2 saturation, distribution and seismic 67 
response showed CO2 trapping, and the P-wave velocity (Vp) and water saturation (Sw) relationship 68 
were mostly function of the Dykstra-Parson27 coefficients. Executing a workflow for forward 69 
modeling28 of time-lapse seismic data indicated that  a high signal-to-noise ratio was needed to detect 70 
the CO2 leakage at the model site. Both26,28 the studies used Gassmann equations29 for fluid 71 
substitution. Another three-dimentional (3D) modelling study30 related AI changes with the water 72 
saturation (Sw), and quantitatively demonstrated that seismic amplitudes can be more precise than 73 
seismic impedances for quantifying Sw changes with 4D seismic data.  74 
 75 
A seismic profile can be defined as an array of processed seismic traces. Each trace represents the 76 

convolution of a source wavelet with an input reflectivity sequence where each reflectivity spike 77 

depicts the contrast in acoustic impedance (AI = P-wave velocity × Bulk Density) across a geological 78 

interface. A seismic inversion is carried out to convert the interface property (reflectivity) to a physical 79 

rock property such as AI31,32. With the advent of AVO/prestack inversion, it became possible to obtain 80 

the Shear wave (Vs) information also, usually in the form of shear impedance (SI) from the AVO far-81 

offset data. Various forms of Fatti's equation33 are used for AVO inversion; one of that is34: 82 

 83 𝑅𝑃(𝜃) ≈ (1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝜃) ∆𝐴𝐼2𝐴𝐼 − 8 (𝑉𝑆𝑉𝑃)2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 ∆𝑆𝐼2𝑆𝐼                                                     (1) 84 

 85 
where RP(θ) is the P-wave reflectivity at an angle θ, this angle is the average of incidence and 86 

transmission angles, Vp is P-wave velocity, Vs is S-wave velocity, AI/AI  and SI/SI are acoustic 87 
impedance and shear impedance reflectivities, respectively. 88 
 89 
Rock physics models represent the link between the reservoir properties (e.g., porosity, clay content, 90 
sorting, lithology, saturation) and seismic-derived elastic properties (e.g., AI, SI or Vp/Vs ratio). One 91 
of the existing models comprised a hybrid modeling approach19 using the AI versus Vp/Vs RPT 92 
applied specifically to sandstones employing a physical-contact theory, i.e., the Hertz-Mindlin model35 93 
combined with theoretical elastic bounds, e.g., the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds36 simulating the porosity 94 
reduction trend associated with depositional sorting and diagenesis. For soft shales, the seismic 95 
properties were estimated as a function of pore shape. Gassmann fluid substitution29 was carried out to 96 
estimate the effect of varying gas versus water saturation in the sand layers, whereas Backus average37 97 
was used to predict the effective seismic properties for changing net-to-gross (N/G ratios)19. However, 98 
it has been demonstrated22 that even with the standard rock physics template (RPT) of AI versus 99 
Vp/Vs18–20, it is difficult to know whether the model is adequately calibrated to the data or how it can 100 
be interpreted. Furthermore, there are nonunique solutions resulting in various combinations of 101 
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porosity, lithology, and fluid saturations that have the same Vp/Vs ratio and AI, using the same rock 102 
physics model22. 103 
 104 
In this study we introduce a new interactive rock physics model that directly relates AI with the Vp/Vs 105 
ratio for predicting fluid saturation (Sfl). The model can be calibrated with the well-log data 106 
interactively, without using the Hertz-Mindlin model35, Hashin-Shtrikman bounds36, or Gassmann 107 
fluid substitution29. The suggested model is non-linear similar to CPEI16,17, but with physical meanings 108 
and flexibility that can readily be applied to the seismic-derived AI and Vp/Vs cubes to estimate Sfl. 109 
We came up with a similar equation in a previous publication38 to calculate shale volume (Vsh) based 110 
on the AI, Vp/Vs ratio domain. 111 
 112 
Following is the proposed model to estimate the target fluid saturation (Sfl) in fraction using the AI 113 
and Vp/Vs ratio data obtained by AVO inversion:  114 
 115 

𝑆𝑓𝑙 = {𝜌𝑚𝑎+[1−( 𝑉𝑆𝑉𝑃𝐺∝)1𝑛](𝜌𝑤−𝜌𝑚𝑎) − 𝐴𝐼 [ 1𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎+(1−( 𝑉𝑆𝑉𝑃𝐺∝)1𝑛) ( 1𝑉𝑃𝑤 − 1𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎)]}
{[1−( 𝑉𝑆𝑉𝑃𝐺∝)1𝑛] [𝐴𝐼( 1𝑉𝑃𝑓𝑙 − 1𝑉𝑃𝑤)−(𝜌𝑓𝑙−𝜌𝑤)]}                    (2) 116 

 117 
where VPma and VPw are the P-wave velocities of the mineral matrix, and brine respectively, VPfl is the 118 

apparent  P-wave velocity of the target fluid, ma is the density of mineral grains, fl is the apparent 119 

density of the target fluid, w is the density of brine, AI is acoustic impedance, G is the 120 

mineralogy/shaliness coefficient,  is Vs/Vp ratio of the mineral/rock matrix, and n is the 121 
stress/cementation coefficient. The water saturation (Sw) can by calculated subsequently (Sw = 1 – Sfl). 122 
 123 
As mentioned previously, the AI and Vp/Vs ratio are obtained by inverting seismic data (Fig. 1a). AI 124 
increases and Vp/Vs ratio decreases typically with increasing burial depth due to a decrease in 125 
porosity. If a low-density fluid (hydrocarbon or CO2) replaces the in-situ brine, a reduction both in AI 126 
and Vp/Vs values is expected depending upon the substituted fluid's density. We came up with Eq. 2 127 
that relates AI with Vp/Vs ratio to isolate the target fluid saturation from the brine saturated sandstone 128 
compaction trend on the AI versus Vp/Vs ratio plane (Figs. 1b&c). One can calibrate the model using 129 
nearby well data (Well-A in this case, see Methods section).  130 
 131 
This technique will help to monitor a CO2 plume in the subsurface for lateral and vertical migration. 132 
The proposed method will be useful for reliable control on the CO2 injection and sequestration 133 
processes. Other uses could be oil and gas production monitoring and hydrocarbon exploration. 134 
 135 
 136 
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 137 
Figure 1.  An example of a fluid response in a hydrocarbon field on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, 138 
a) AI and Vp/Vs ratio profiles obtained from a seismic inversion with hydrocarbon-bearing wells 139 
(Well-A, Well-B), and a dry well (Well-C), b) Data along the seismic lines plotted on the AI-Vp/Vs 140 
plane show that the fluid effect can be isolated and quantified using our proposed rock physics model, 141 
c) the resulting fluid saturation profile indicating the hydrocarbon anomaly and it's extent. The inset in 142 
(b) does also show how the brine saturated sandstone will plot as the (1) shale content increase, (2) the 143 
amount of cement increase, (3) the porosity in the sandstone increase, (4) the effective stress in the 144 
formation decrease and (5) the saturation of gas increase within the sandstone18.  145 
 146 
Similar to our previous study39, we used the synthetic elastic property data from the Norwegian 147 
Geotechnical Institute (NGI). NGI generated Vp, Bulk Density, and Resistivity40 properties using grids 148 
from a reservoir model by the Northern Light project41 (Fig. 2a). Additionally, we calculated the Vs 149 
data to generate the Vp/Vs ratio cubes (see details in “Methods” section). The reservoir model was a 150 
simulation of one of the potential CO2 storage sites in the northern North Sea called Smeaheia (Fig. 151 
2b). The Smeaheia area is bounded by a fault array separating the Troll oil and gas field in the west 152 
and the Basement Complex in the east38. The primary CO2 storage reservoir in the Smeaheia area is 153 
Sognefjord Formation (Upper Jurassic) sandstone, capped by the Draupne and Heather Formation 154 
(Upper Jurassic) shales38,42 (Fig. 3). The amount of CO2 to be stored was 1.3 Mt/year employing an 155 
injection period of 25 years with an injection rate of 200 tons/hr. We sliced out the AI and Vp/Vs ratio 156 
cubes covering only the injection and storage area to reduce computation time and converted the cubes 157 
to a depth-domain seismic format with inline and crossline profiles (Fig. 2c). We assumed that the AI 158 
and the Vp/Vs cubes were the actual values obtained from the seismic inversion (Fig. 2d). 159 

 160 
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 161 
 162 
Figure 2. a) The original Northern Light project41 simulation modelling grid, b) location of the 163 
modelled grid area (light blue) in the northern North Sea, maps modified from the Norwegian 164 
Petroleum Directorate (NPD) data43, c) example of a property grid carved out to a seismic formatted 165 
cube covering only the injection and storage area, d) AI and Vp/Vs ratio profiles along crossline 125 166 
shown in (c), the example here is of the year 2050, the effect of injected CO2 on both AI and Vp/Vs 167 
ratio is very subtle (Figure modified after 39).   168 
 169 
We assumed a monitoring scenario over 40 years, with injection starting in 2020 for 25 years, keeping 170 
an assumption that the time-lapsed seismic surveys were acquired every 10 years. This study also has 171 
implications for hydrocarbon exploration and monitoring of oil and gas production. The anisotropy in 172 
physical properties, CO2 dissolution, and chemical reaction with rock grains and their effect on the AI 173 
and Vp/Vs ratio are not taken into account.  174 
 175 
 176 
 177 
 178 
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 179 
 180 
Figure 3. A generalized Jurassic to Quaternary stratigraphic succession in the study area (modified 181 
from 38,44). The base Sognefjord Fm contact with Heather Fm is not so obvious on seismic, therefore, it 182 
is shown as dotted line.  183 
 184 
Results and Discussion 185 
 186 
We demonstrate a scenario where we have time-lapsed/4D seismic data from 2020 before injection to 187 
the year 2060. The top of the Sognefjord Formation reservoir lies between 1020m and 1370m below 188 
mean sea level (Fig. 4a). The reservoir is brine saturated before CO2 injection in 2020 (Fig. 4b). Both 189 
the reservoir AI and Vp/Vs ratio supposedly obtained from prestack inversion decreases where the 190 
CO2 plume replaces the in-situ brine. Therefore, the estimated saturations from AI and Vp/Vs ratio 191 
very well define the plume boundaries and reservoir inhomogeneity (Figs. 4c-f). We can also see the 192 
plume boundary systematically increasing with the passage of years and moving towards the 193 
southwest in the up-dip direction. The injection stopped in 2045, therefore a water breach within the 194 
plume along the northeastern boundary is apparent as the plume migrates southwestwards in the panel 195 
showing the year 2060 (Fig. 4f). 196 
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 197 
 198 
Figure 4. The top Sognefjord Formation reservoir depth surface (a) draped on saturation cubes in years 199 
b) 2020, c) 2030, d) 2040, e) 2050, and f) 2060. The CO2 plume moves up-dip over time towards the 200 
southwest.  201 
 202 
Discrimination between pressure and fluid saturation affects   203 
 204 
On the AI versus Vp/Vs crossplot, there is a systematic decrease in water saturation within reach of 205 
the CO2 plume from 2020 to 2060 (Fig. 5). The CO2 injection started in 2020 and was completed in 206 
2045. In the panels representing the year 2050, the gas saturated points show a little scatter that 207 
increases in 2060. This point scatter could be due to the diffusion and up-dip migration of gas.  208 
 209 
With the increase in time from 2020 to 2040, there is a subtle shift in the brine-sand trend (Fig. 5a-c) 210 
in the direction '4'  shown in the inset of Figure 1b. We calibrated the brine-sand trend for saturation 211 
calculations by changing the value of stress/cement coefficient 'n'. This change in 'n' values is a good 212 
indication of reducing effective stress due to the increase in pore pressure (approximately 10 Bar/1 213 
MPa). The brine-saturated sand trend stays roughly the same in the panel covering the end of injection 214 
year, i.e., 2045 (Fig. 5d), and the subsequent survey in 2060 (Fig. 5e). One should bear in mind that 215 
the Sognefjord Formation sandstone reservoir is predominantly un-cemented38. We cannot expect a 216 
similar change of brine trend with a change in effective stress within deeper quartz cemented 217 
sandstones. Relating the change in 'n' values with the effective stress in various un-cemented sands 218 
needs further studies. 219 
 220 
Advantages of our suggested rock physics model 221 
 222 
In the traditional AI-Vp/Vs rock physics template18,19, the dry sandstone is modeled by combining 223 
Hertz-Mindlin contact theory35 and Hashin-Shtrikman36 interpolation, and finally Gassmann fluid 224 
substitution29 is performed to estimate the effect of varying fluid saturation in the sand layers. The 225 
modelling typically starts from the high-porosity end member interpolated to zero porosity matrix 226 

mineral point employing equations that use the rock bulk (K) and shear () moduli as input. The model 227 
we suggested (Eq. 2) does not require computations at the elastic moduli level. The matrix point is 228 

defined on the AI versus Vp/Vs plane on the basis of coefficient that is Vs/Vp ratio of the 229 
mineral/rock matrix (Fig. 6). While keeping the matrix point at the same position, the gradient of the 230 
line interpolating between the matrix point with the high-porosity end member can be changed using 231 
the coefficient ‘n’. This interpolation defines the brine-sand (100% Sw) line that can be adjusted to 232 
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calibrate with the stress or cementation condition of the target layer.  Changing the shale/mineralogy 233 
coefficient ‘G’ results in a static vertical shift of the brine-sand line that helps adjusting with the N/G 234 
ratio of the target layer data. The saturation contours adjust themselves with respect to the brine-line 235 

according to the given apparent P-wave velocity and density of the target fluid (VPfl and fl, 236 
respectively). This procedure does not require Gassmannn substitution29 as one needs in the traditional 237 
AI-Vp/Vs rock physics template. Also, the model works for both un-cemented and cemented 238 
sandstones. In the case of Extended Elastic Impedance (EEI)15, the calculated properties (for instance, 239 
Sw) appear linear on the AI-Vp/Vs ratio plane; however, the actual sandstone exhibits a nonlinear 240 
curvature16. This nonlinearity is captured by our model, same as the curved pseudo-elastic impedance 241 
(CPEI)16,17; however, our suggested model is quantitative and, as discussed above,  flexible in terms of 242 
grain mineralogy and fluid density.  The LambdaRho-MuRho14 calculations to differentiate lithology 243 
and fluid content introduce error and bias because of squaring the impedances18. The equation we 244 
present does not contain any squared factors, thus preventing additional errors.   245 
 246 

 247 
 248 
Figure 5.  Data points sampled at regular intervals on the top Sognefjord Formation sandstone surface 249 
are displayed on the AI versus Vp/Vs ratio plane color-coded by Sw for years a) 2020, b) 2030, c) 250 
2040, d) 2050, and d) 2060. The position of the brine-saturated sandstone line with corresponding 'n' 251 
values is also shown in each panel. 252 
 253 
For subsurface storage, CO2 is injected in the supercritical phase to a depth where the temperature and 254 
pressure keep the gas in the same phase. This approach maximizes the use of available storage volume 255 
in the pore spaces within a reservoir. Therefore, the optimum depth for storage is from 1 to 3 km 256 
depth5. The quartz cementation approximately starts below 2000 m from the seafloor in the North Sea, 257 
where the temperature becomes more or less 70°C. We demonstrated that there is a possibility of 258 
quantifying the change in pressure within the un-cemented reservoir sands; therefore, using our 259 
suggested model will be helpful in that case. In both un-cemented and cemented sandstone reservoirs, 260 
if the supercritical CO2 plume converts to gas at some point in time due to a decrease in pore pressure, 261 
the subsequent time-lapse Sw calculations using our model will yield a value less than 0 indicating a 262 
pressure drop.   263 
 264 
Limitations and pitfalls 265 
 266 
This method can be applied only in siliciclastics as the carbonates exhibit a different Vp to Vs 267 
relationship. There is a difference in resolution between the wireline log data and seismic; therefore, 268 
calibrating the model using wireline logs often yields an up-scaled profile in seismic.  269 
 270 
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Most of the method's uncertainties are associated with the inversion procedure itself45. First of all, the 271 
inversion is nonunique, i.e., several different solutions (combinations of elastic parameters) may yield 272 
the same seismic response. Moreover, the need for an initial low-frequency model poses a main 273 
uncertainty during the simultaneous AVO inversion. If the low-frequency model is far away from the 274 
truth, the inversion cannot predict the correct answer. Since the low-frequency model is generated 275 
from the well-log data and seismic velocities, it becomes more uncertain away from the well control 276 
affecting offset-to-angle calculations45. To varify the predictions of our suggested technique in CO2 277 
storage monitoring, saturation calculations from monitoring wells with time-lapse logging can be 278 
employed. In case of a hydrocarbon field, comparison with the existing wells (not used for model 279 
calibration) can help examining the model-derived saturation accuracy, as in case of Well-B in Figure 280 
1. Using this procedure in frontier areas to predict hydrocarbon may be complemented by our 281 
proposed method that combines seismic with Controlled Source Electro-Magnetic (CSEM)39.     282 
 283 
The other uncertainties are the lateral changes in mineralogy or shale volume within the reservoir, 284 
resulting in a slight change in the reference brine saturated trend compared to the original calibration.  285 
To address this uncertainty, a stochastic approach can be used, taking for example, a normal 286 
distribution of the input parameters. In the case of two fluids present in a reservoir, i.e., oil with a gas 287 
cap are difficult to distinguish; therefore, calibration with gas parameters can be employed to represent 288 
the combined influence of the two fluids. A surface draped on an Sw cube may exhibit an 'aliasing 289 
pattern' (Fig. 4d-f) depending on the data sampling frequency. The stochastic solution will also resolve 290 
this imaging problem.   291 
 292 
Conclusions 293 
 294 
The seismic method generally provides the subsurface structural and stratigraphic information. 295 
Prestack seismic data can be inverted to provide quantitative information on physical properties such 296 
as acoustic impedance (AI), shear impedance (SI), and Vp/Vs ratio. Though seismic velocities are 297 
moderately sensitive to the change in saturation, using a combination of AI and Vp/Vs ratio can 298 
discriminate fluids and their saturations in many situations.  299 
 300 
We introduced a new rock physics model that calculates fluid saturations onto the AI versus Vp/Vs 301 
ratio plane directly using the cubes inverted from seismic. Without going into the elastic moduli level 302 
and Gassmann substitution, the model can be calibrated using well log data by comparing the Sw 303 
calculated from AI and Vp/Vs curves with the Archie-derived Sw. We demonstrated using this model 304 
that the elastic properties inverted from seismic help predict CO2 saturation in a reservoir during and 305 
after injection in a subsurface geological CO2 storage. 306 
 307 
Modeling using our proposed approach showed that CO2 saturation estimation and the plume area 308 
delineation is possible using acoustic impedance (AI) and Vp/Vs ratio. The change in pore-pressure 309 
estimation is also possible by quantifying the change in brine-sand trend using the stress/cementation 310 
coefficient 'n' in un-cemented sand reservoirs. The relation of 'n' with different effective stresses in 311 
various uncemented sands warrants further investigation.  312 
 313 
One can also use the suggested procedure to monitor oil and gas production and for hydrocarbon 314 
exploration. The main uncertainties and pitfalls of the method come from the inherent inversion 315 
problems. We expect with the improvement in prestack inversion technology, the predictability of our 316 
rock physics model will increase.    317 

 318 
Methods 319 

 320 
We generated a rock physics model assuming that a reservoir consists of a rock matrix, pore spaces 321 
containing salt water (brine), and other fluids (e.g., CO2, or hydrocarbon). According to the 322 
assumption, the total volume of rock comprising the matrix and the fluids in the pore spaces is equal to 323 
1. Wyllie46 approximated the relation between velocity and volumes in sedimentary rocks with the 324 
following expression: 325 
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 326 1VP = (1−∅)VPma + Sfl∅VPfl + (1−Sfl)∅VPw                                                                (3) 327 

 328 
where Vp is the P-wave velocities of the saturated rocks, Vpma, Vpfl, and Vpw are the P-wave velocities 329 
of the rock grains, the pore fluid (other than saltwater), and saltwater (brine), respectively, ∅ is the 330 
pore space volume. Sfl is the target fluid saturation. This equation is often called the time-average 331 
equation. It is heuristic and not justifiable theoretically; however, it is useful for estimating P-wave 332 

velocity directly without calculating the elastic moduli components. The bulk density (b) is a 333 
volumetric average of the densities of the rock constituents that can be related to the various rock 334 
volume components by: 335 
 336 ρb = (1 − ∅)ρma +  𝑆𝑓𝑙∅ρfl +  (1 − 𝑆𝑓𝑙)∅ρw                                (4) 337 

 338 

where mafl and w are the densities of rock grains, target fluid, and brine respectively. Combining 339 
Eqs. (3), and (4), we obtain an expression in terms of the pore-space volume (∅): 340 
 341 
 342 ∅ =  (𝜌𝑚𝑎 − 𝐴𝐼 𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎)

{𝐴𝐼[𝑆𝑓𝑙( 1𝑉𝑃𝑓𝑙 − 1𝑉𝑃𝑤)+( 1𝑉𝑃𝑤 − 1𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎)] − [𝑆𝑓𝑙(𝜌𝑓𝑙−𝜌𝑤)+(𝜌𝑤−𝜌𝑚𝑎)]}                            (5) 343 

Employing a relation between the S-wave velocity and the P-wave velocity47: 344 
 345 𝑉𝑃𝑉𝑆 =  1[𝐺𝛼(1−∅)𝑛]                                                                                   (6) 346 

 347 
where AI is acoustic impedance. We can calculate the Vp/Vs ratio against a given AI by substituting ∅ 348 
from Eq. 5. Changing the mineralogy/shaliness coefficient 'G' results in a vertical static shift in the 349 

curved iso-saturation lines,  is Vs/Vp ratio of the mineral/rock matrix that defines the matrix-mineral 350 
pole on the AI versus Vp/Vs ratio plane. The stress/cementation coefficient 'n' controls the slope of the 351 
iso-saturation curved lines and may be selected in a formation zone depending on the level of stress, 352 
compaction, or cementation. The relevant constants may be taken from literature48 and vendor's 353 
logging chart books.  354 
 355 
From this function (Eq. 6), we can define a set of lines representing different fluid saturations 356 
converging at the 100% matrix-mineral pole on the AI versus Vp/Vs ratio plane (Fig. 6a). Iterating the 357 
values of 'G' and 'n' one can calibrate the wet trend of the well data with the 100% Sw line (Fig. 6a). 358 

Finally, we find out the values of the target fluid's apparent density (fl) and apparent P-wave velocity 359 
(VPfl) by iterating their values until the Sw is computed using Eq. 2 calibrates with the Archie Sw

49 (Fig. 360 

6b). The apparent fluid velocity (VPfl) and density (fl) values may be fictitious as their difference from 361 
the actual values could depend on factors such as the mode of saturation (continuous50 or patchy51) etc. 362 
  363 
The calibrated model then can be applied by inputting the seismic-derived AI and Vp/Vs cubes to 364 
obtain an Sw cube. A similar approach with different initial assumptions leads to the derivation of a 365 
rock physics relation for estimating shale volume (Vsh) from inverted data38. 366 
 367 
 368 
 369 
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 370 
 371 
Figure 6.  Method of calibrating the rock physics model a) Aligning the brine-saturated sandstone 372 
trend in the data with the reference 100% Sw line onto the Acoustic impedance versusVp/Vs ratio 373 
plane by iterating the 'G' and 'n' values. b) Calibrating Sw by iterating the apparent velocity and density 374 
of the hydrocarbon until the Sw curve is obtained from Eq. 2 correlates with the Archie Sw

49.  375 
 376 
The original reservoir simulation model was concieved by the Northern Light project41. The model 377 
simulated one of the potential CO2 storage sites “Smeaheia” in the northern North Sea. The injection 378 
rate used was 1.3 Mt/year with an injection period of 25 years (from 2020 to 2045). The post-injection 379 
period was simulated for 100 years. Subsequently, using results from reservoir simulation the 380 
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) generated Vp, Bulk Density and Resistivity40 properties.  For 381 
the present study, we generated Vs data additionally to obtain Vp/Vs ratio cubes by applying 382 
Castagna's equation52 on the baseline Vp. We assumed that there was no change in shear modulus as 383 
the gas injection proceeded, while the change in the density within the plume area was substituted 384 
accordingly. Finally, we used the AI (Vp × Bulk Density) and Vp/Vs property cubes in the present 385 
study. 386 
 387 
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